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Abstract
The unrestricted open vocabulary and diverse substances of scenery images bring significant challenges to scene recognition. However, most deep learning architectures and attention methods are developed on general-purpose datasets and omit the characteristics of scene data. In this paper, we exploit the Attention Pyramid Module (APM) to tackle the predicament of scene recognition. Our method streamlines the multi-scale scene recognition pipeline, learns comprehensive scene features at various scales and locations, addresses the interdependency among scales, and further assists feature re-calibration as well as the aggregation process. APM is extremely lightweight and can be plugged into existing network architectures in a parameter-efficient manner. By integrating APM into ResNet-50, we obtain a boost of top-1 accuracy by 3.54% on the benchmark dataset. Our comprehensive experiments demonstrate that APM achieves much improved performance comparing with the state-of-the-art attention methods using significantly less computation budget.

Background
Scene Recognition: Scenery images often represent a complex view that includes multiple objects at different scales and a complicated background.

Related work & Limitations:
Conventional multi-scale scene classification methods commonly follow a four-step pipeline:
- Training multi-scale networks.
- Extracting features.
- Concatenating or summing the features.
- Making the final prediction.

Limitation: Each level of the pyramid requires to train a separate network, these methods often face expensive computation cost, especially when the number of levels of the pyramid increases.

Classification Results on Places365

The influence of Scales of APM

Highlight: Our proposed module with the vanilla ResNet50 improves the performance by 3.54% top-1 classification accuracy, whereas almost no additional computations are introduced.

Ablation Study

Highlight: 1) We can observe that using APM alongside all the components except the non-learnable module leads to the best result.
2) Switching a non-learnable multiscale module to APM achieved a 0.97% top-1 accuracy improvement.

Conclusions
- We have presented a simple yet effective module, called APM for building attention pyramids inside benchmark networks and further assisting the task of scene recognition.
- The APM can be combined with any existing backbone architectures in a plug-and-play manner with marginal computation increase.
- We also experimentally demonstrated that our APM is more parameter efficient while achieving better performance against state-of-the-art attention modules.
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